tubular FRAME 2 X 2 X 16ga BOX tube, SIZES
Available size, 500LB CAPACITY 500 lb capacity (2 Cylinder) 1,000 lb Capacity system (4 cylinder system)
Available sizes:
- 36"
- 48"
- 60"
- 72'
- 96

Specify height range, typical 12” 30” at the lowest, add 12” for the highest point
* 2 x 2 lower stabilizer beam
* 2 x 2.5” formed work surface load beam
* Button toggle switch, up and down
* 2″ Over hang all sides
* Work surface thickness 1.125 industrial grade
* Optional Electrical adjustment
* Motor attaches under work surface
* Rear panel 12” high
* Deduct 8” for inside dimension